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Goldie’s theorem characterizes semiprime Goldie rings as orders in semisimple 
Artinian rings. If a ring is an order in an Artinian ring then all its matrix rings 
are also orders in Artinian rings [I]. A long-standing question has been whether 
the matrix rings over an arbitrary Goldie ring are again Goldie rings. By the 
example presented here, that question is now resolved in the negative. 
In this paper we construct a commutative Goldie ring whose 2 ;< 2 matrix 
ring has an infinite ascending chain of annihilators. Thus this matrix ring, and 
so the ring itself, cannot be embedded in an Artinian ring. Therefore this 
example also resolves the question whether commutative Goldic rings can bc 
embedded in Artinian rings. 
,4 ring is said to be a Goldie ring if it has the ascending chain condition (ACC) 
on annihilator right ideals, and if it has finite rank, i.e., the maximum condition 
on direct sums of right ideals. 
It is well known that a matrix ring over a ring with finite rank also has finite 
rank. Thus, if the matrix ring over a Goldie ring fails the Goldie criteria, it must 
have an infinite ascending chain of annihilators. 
LEMMA. Let R be an arbitrary ring. Suppose R contains two injinite sets of 
elements, {si], {tij, i == 1, 2, 3 ,..., such that siti == 0 iff i f j. Then R has an 
inJinite ascending chain of annihilators. 
Proof. C‘onsider L3, = is< / i 2; lzj. Since R, 3 R,~,-, , Ann R, C Ann K,+, 
Let d, = Ann B, . Now s,tk + 0 implies t, $ ilh. . But t, E =1,,1 since s,t, = 0 
for all 1 “- k. Therefore we have =1, $! iz, Q B, Q ..., an infinite ascending chain 
of annihilators in R. 
(In fact, in an arbitrary ring R, there exists an infinite ascending chain of 
annihilators iff there exist two infinite sets (si), {ti) in R such that s,tj -= 0 
for i >j, siti + 0.) 
We will apply the lemma in the following way. Suppose we have a ring R with 
elements (ai , bi , ci , dj}, i = 1, 2, 3, . . . . Consider 
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in the matrix ring R, . Then 
[ 
UjCj - bjdj 0 s,tj z 
0 1 0 . 
Let yi, = aicj - b,dj . Suppose there exists an ideal I in R such that yij E I iff 
i # j. Then in the ring R = R/I, we have fij = 0 iff i -i; j or equivalently, 
sitj = 0 in & iff i =/ j. Thus by the above lemma, & has an infinite ascending 
chain of annihilators. 
Now we proceed to define a ring R with such an ideal I and such that I? = R/I 
is a Goldie ring. We choose 1 so that it is “nicely” contained in a prime ideal P. 
This will greatly facilitate proving R to be Goldie. 
The following notation will be used. Let K be an arbitrary commutative 
integral domain, A = {q , b, , ci , di), S = {xi , yi , u>, i = I, 2, 3 ,..., two sets 
of indeterminates over K, yij = a,c, - b,dj , R = K[A], D = KYX’I. We make 
R and D into graded rings by giving elements of A, si , ,yi degree 1 and elements 
of K and u degree 0. 
To obtain a prime ideal P containing ylj we consider the graded K-algebra 
homomorphism f: R ---f D such that f: ai ---f uxi , bi + xi , c, - yj , dj --f u-vi . 
Note that f(yij) = f(aicj - bidj) = 0. Let P = kerf which is prime since D 
is a domain, and which is homogeneous since f is a graded homomorphism. So 
P = C P, , where Pi = (p E P such that p is homogeneous of degree i in ,41-. 
Note that since f maps monomials to monomials, PO = P, = (0) and P2 is the 
free K-module with basis B = {yij , aibj - ajb, , cidj - cjdi}. 
Since yii E P we need to find a slightly smaller ideal I such that yil is not in I, 
but yij is in I for i # j. Let I be the ideal generated by uF=a Ph , (g E B ( g f yii , 
for any i] and (yii - ‘y,j , for all i, j>. Let zu = yii # 0 in R, R =: R/I. Note 
that for any element r 6 1, Y E P iff Y = 2 kiyii , ki E K. In particular, for F :,& 0, 
FE p iff F = kw, k E K, k f 0. So P is isomorphic to K as a K-module and 
hence has rank I. Note also that P is prime. Let g be the prime ideal of fi 
generated by the image of A. Note that g = Ann P. 
We have now defined the ideal I such that yij E I ifI i f j, so we need only 
show R to be Goldie. We begin by showing that there are only two nontrivial 
annihilator ideals, namely, P and g. 
Take a nonempty subset S of R such that S + -(O) # ,4nn S. Note that if 
SC P then Ann S = 9. If S q p then Ann SC P since P is prime. Thus 
Ann(Ann S) == g and Ann S == Ann g = p. So, with only finitely many 
annihilator ideals, R surely satisfies the izCC on annihilators. 
Next we compute the rank of i?. Suppose Ji , Jz are ideals in R such that 
J1 n Jz .-== 0, J1 f 0 # Jz . Then from J1 J2 = 0, J1 or Jz C P, but not both 
since p has rank 1. Without loss of generality let J1 C p, J2 (? P :: 0. Let J’ be 
any other ideal in R such that J’ n J1 @ Jz = 0. Then J’Jz = 0 so J’ C p. 
Thus J’, J1 C P and J’ n J1 = 0. Since P has rank 1, J’ = 0. Therefore R 
has rank 2. 
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It is of interest to note that all polynomial rings over R remain Goldie rings. 
If T is any new set of indeterminates over R apply the above construction 
starting with the domain K[T]. Th e resulting Goldie ring is isomorphic to 
R[T]. So even if every polynomial ring over a Goldie ring is a Goldie ring, the 
matrix rings need not be Goldie rings. Just what additional conditions on a 
Goldie ring will ensure the Goldie conditions for its matrix rings are unknown. 
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